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However, even if everyone was faintly angry, no one dared to attack. 

 

“Old sir, I know that your old status is respected. Our Zhang family is not qualified to invite you out! But 

don’t you want to know the situation of your disciple Blood Wolf?” 

 

Zhang Lei’s eyes stared straight. The old man’s back, said confidently. 

 

Blood wolf! 

 

These two words made the old man’s body stiff slightly. 

 

It seemed that there was a faint wave in his heart. 

 

“Blood wolf that little guy? Forget it! From the day I let him go, it was the moment when our masters 

and apprentices died!” 

 

“The future life and death will all depend on him!” The old man shook his head. , And then continued 

fishing, as if there was nothing more to attract his attention. 

 

And after seeing this scene! 

 

 

Whether it was Zhang Lei or Li Shu and others, they all looked ugly. 

 

They didn’t expect that the Blood Buddha was so indifferent by nature, and they didn’t even care about 

the life or death of their apprentice. 

 

As if I had seen everything in the world a long time ago. 

 

See this scene! 

 

Zhang Lei had no other way, and he wanted to get money right now, so he asked the bloody Buddha. 

 

It’s just that his words haven’t been spoken yet, and Uncle Li next to him quickly stops him. 

 

Then, Uncle Li glanced at the back of the Blood Buddha, and then said respectfully: 

 

“Old Mr. Blood Buddha, we know you have seen through the ups and downs of the world! But I still 

want to talk to you!” 

 

 

“Your disciple Blood Wolf has long become one of the top ten killers in East Asia!” 



 

“It’s just that, during a Jiangshi mission some time ago, the cultivation base was abolished by a great 

master with three moves!” 

 

What! 

 

Uncle Li’s words clearly stirred the old man’s emotions a little. 

 

“Three moves? Are you sure?” There was a deep and solemn color in the voice of Blood Buddha. 

 

As if in his eyes, it is hard to imagine that three ways to abolish his own disciple. 

 

Seeing the look of Blood Buddha, finally changed. 

 

Li Shu, Zhang Lei and others were ecstatic. 

 

 

Zhang Lei hurriedly struck the iron while it was hot, and only needed to say: 

 

“It’s true! Old Mr. Bloody Buddha, the great master not only abolished the blood wolf, but also released 

a madman saying that you are under his hands and can’t support a move!” 

 

Boom! 

 

As soon as these words came out, Xuefutu’s body trembled more violently. 

 

Obviously, Zhang Lei added fuel and vinegar, sow discord, and it worked. 

 

This is more than that. 

 

Zhang Lei continued: 

 

“Besides, Mr. Xuefutu, the great master surnamed Lin, when he defeated your disciple, he smashed his 

mysterious tortoise shell with one blow and crushed his Cold-blooded spear!” 

 

 

Swish! 

 

Until this sentence falls! 

 

The Blood Buddha finally calmed down, and he suddenly sat up from the ground. 

 

Turned his head. 
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Until the face of the bloody Buddha, after facing everyone, Zhang Lei and others were shocked. 

 

ugly! 

 

That’s right! 

 

This is an extremely ugly face. 

 

The knife marks and scars on her face made her unable to see her original appearance, especially the 

vicissitudes of her eyes, which seemed to see through everything in the world, giving people an 

unimaginable chill. 

 

“This…Is this the Bloody Buddha?” 

 

Zhang Lei was trembling with fright. 

 

Just the look in the bloody Buddha’s eyes gave him the illusion that he was being stared at by the devil, 

and he almost fell to the ground with fright. 

 

More than him! 

 

 

After seeing the icy eyes of the Bloody Buddha, the ten bodyguards almost instinctively reached out and 

pulled their hands toward their waists. 

 

But at this moment! 

 

call out! 

 

Under the incredible eyes of the ten powerful bodyguards, they were stunned to see that the fishing line 

without hooks turned into a steel wire from its softness. 

 

Almost in the blink of an eye, it flashed before the necks of ten people. 

 

Tick tick! 

 

This fishing line is extremely sharp. 

 

The skin of the necks of the four bodyguards was cut a little, and the blood dripped from their necks. 

 

 

This scene scared ten people into urine. 



 

They only need to advance one point, and they can be sure that their ten people are like the four 

northwest wolves, with their bodies separated. 

 

just! 

 

Obviously the Bloody Buddha didn’t mean to kill them. With a pair of icy eyes, he stared directly at 

Zhang Lei, and said Senran: 

 

“The person you said can really do it. One punch to explode the mysterious tortoise shell. Crushed the 

cold blood gun?” 

 

At this moment, there was no hatred in the eyes of the bloody Buddha, but a strong will to fight. 

 

It seems that a hunter who looks superb has seen a fat girl’s prey, revealing a strong color of ecstasy. 

 

“No… yes!” Zhang Lei only felt that he was scared to pee at this moment, and his pants were all wet. 

 

 

And hear this! 

 

The bloody Buddha suddenly became ecstatic: 

 

“Hahaha…interesting! Interesting!” 

 

“In China, can you finally meet a group of strong opponents like our old brothers? It’s really exciting , I 

look forward to Mo Ming! ” 

 

Jiangshi, after experiencing the shock of the establishment of the New Baishi Group, this small third-tier 

city has fallen into a relatively peaceful state. 

 

However, this calm did not last long. 

 

A piece of news once again caused a sensation in Xiaojiang City. 

 

Leng Bufan, the son of Leng Kang, President of Shengshi Group, came to Jiangcheng. 

 

 

Wow! 

 

Shengshi Group! 

 

When these four words were introduced into the ears of all the upper-class figures in Jiang City, they 



immediately caused a sensation in Jiang City. 

 

Almost everyone knows that the two giants, Tianlong Group and Shengshi Club in Jiangshi, are the 

industries of Shengshi Group. 
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And Shengshi Group is a group of the world’s most terrifying chaebol Global Group. 

 

Known as the Jiangnan business giant. 

 

The position of the son of the president of this super chaebol is quite frightening. 

 

This is more than that. 

 

Even more news broke that Master Leng Bufan sent out an invitation, inviting young talents from Jiang 

City to a dinner party. 

 

Suddenly, many broad young sons in Jiang City were completely shaken. 

 

Even many wealthy girls began to buy new clothes constantly, and prepared for the banquet and the 

Master Leng Bufan laughed hard. 

 

at the same time! 

 

In the New Bai Group, Bai Yi also received the invitation. 

 

 

“Wife, are you going?” Lin Fan asked with a smile looking at Bai Yi. 

 

For some reason, after Bai Yi received the invitation, her pretty face was a bit ugly, with a trace of 

complexity and worry. 

 

“Lin Fan, do you know who sent me this invitation?” 

 

Bai Yi asked Lin Fan. 

 

Ok? 

 

Lin Fan was taken aback, then shook his head. 

 

Seeing this scene, Bai Yi couldn’t help but sighed and said: 

 

“Do you remember Xu Yanhong?” 



 

 

Xu Yanhong! 

 

Lin Fan naturally remembered this name. Some time ago, when Bai Yi had just become the president of 

the Bai Group, the two of them went to the Best Shopping Mall to buy clothes. 

 

But I met a man and a woman, the man was Huang Tao, and the woman was Xu Yanhong. 

 

At that time, the couple mocked Bai Yi and were slapped in the face by Lin Fan. 

 

After that, they reported to Huang Guosheng, the head of the Huang family, and even colluded with the 

police captain, wanting to disadvantage Lin Fan. Finally, Liu Zhen and the others came forward and 

arrested the Huang family and Xu Yanhong. 

 

It’s just that Lin Fan didn’t understand what the dinner had to do with Xu Yanhong, who was already in 

prison. 

 

“The woman who invited me this time is named Zhou Nan! When she was in school, she and Xu Yanhong 

were the best best friends! They were also the most hostile people to me!” 

 

“This time, she came back, probably to avenge Xu Yanhong ! ” 

 

 

white Yi said here, could not help rubbed his brow: 

 

” Even more frightening is that Zhou Nan, now the cold this extraordinary woman, will appear as a 

banquet hostess “!! 

 

I see! 

 

After hearing Bai Yi’s explanation, Lin Fan couldn’t help narrowing his eyes, then smiled and said: 

 

“Wife. Don’t worry! With me, no one can hurt you!” 

 

Lin Fan’s words were extremely confident. 

 

Just hearing this, Bai Yi smiled bitterly and shook his head. 

 

In her opinion, this is just Lin Fan’s comfort word for herself. 

 

 

“Forget it! I don’t want to, Shengshi Group, we can’t afford to offend! You go with me tonight! At most 



we will be humiliated by them, it’s nothing!” 

 

Bai Yi made the decision immediately. 

 

Lin Fan just laughed when he heard this. 

 

As the big BOSS of the Global Group, Shengshi is just a small and insignificant industry under his 

umbrella, nothing more. 

 

Let alone Leng Bufan and Zhou Nan. 

 

In Lin Fan’s eyes, it was only the reptiles who ate on his mountain. If the two were not embarrassed by 

Bai Yi, it would be fine. If they were too much, then Lin Fan wouldn’t mind letting these reptiles know 

the taste of despair. 
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Soon, night gradually fell. 

 

Today, it has become a carnival night for all young talents in Jiang City. 

 

One after another sports cars headed towards the Caesar Hotel. 

 

As the largest hotel in Jiang City, the extraordinary dinner was held here. 

 

In the parking lot. 

 

A Mercedes-Benz car stopped, the door opened, and Lin Fan and Bai Yi walked off. 

 

Tonight, Bai Yi wore a black evening gown, as elegant as an elf in the dark, especially her white skin was 

as delicate as suet. 

 

Coupled with that beautiful face, she suddenly became the focus of the entire parking lot. 

 

 

And the opposite. 

 

Lin Fan beside Bai Yi is in the same casual outfit as before. 

 

It looks a little worn out, and it can only be considered clean. 

 

These two people walked together, very uncoordinated. 

 

A beautiful girl. 

 



An ordinary ordinary. 

 

No matter how you look at it, it looks like a flower stuck in the cow dung. 

 

 

It’s just that Bai Yi didn’t care about all this, she was completely used to Lin Fan’s clothes. 

 

In Bai Yi’s eyes, his husband’s clothes were more handsome than anyone else. 

 

The two walked towards the Caesar Hotel, arm in arm. 

 

Only when the two had just walked out of the parking lot. 

 

Suddenly a cynical voice, he called out: 

 

“This is not our shout river city’s most famous son waste it but how is it the young River City Junjie 

gathering today, how What the hell are inside with ah!???” 

 

This discourse , Showing hostility and sarcasm. 

 

 

It fell in Bai Yi and Lin Fan’s ears, making their brows frowned, and they suddenly heard who it was. 

 

The two turned their heads and looked, and suddenly saw a limping young man with a woman with 

heavy make-up walking towards this place. 

 

He is the monitor of Bai Yi-Lin Guangyao. 

 

have to say. 

 

Lin Guangyao’s vitality is almost the same as Xiaoqiang who can’t beat him. 

 

In the Shengshi Club, his legs were broken, Li Zhenghui’s birthday banquet was brutally beaten in the 

face, and Lin Fan’s cheek was twitched by Lin Fan. 

 

But now, he still appeared in front of Lin Fan alive and well. 

 

 

“Tsk! Bai Yi, you’re really getting alive and going back! This kind of waste, you don’t have to divorce him, 

even if you dare to bring it to the dinner of Master Leng Bufan, are you not afraid Master Leng Bufan 

blames it?” Lin Guangyao said to Bai Yi playfully. 

 

Just heard this. 



 

Bai Yi frowned, and a trace of anger flashed in her   beautiful eyes : “Lin Fan is my husband, where I 

am going, he will go naturally!” 

 

“No need to worry about the monitor!” 

 

This sentence immediately suffocated Lin Guangyao. His face flushed. 

 

After all, he had pursued Bai Yi for many years, and now he saw that Bai Yi actually defended Lin Fan in 

this way, and his jealousy became more and more turbulent. 
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Not yet waiting for Lin Guangyao to ridicule. 

 

The taunting voices from the side kept coming. 

 

“I mean my cousin! I feel that what Lin Guangyao said is right, your husband is taken by your side, and 

you are insulting the image of the new Bai Group!” He said 

 

, a man and a woman stepped forward, but Bai Yifan and himself Female companion. 

 

And the other side. 

 

“Cousin, everyone’s eyes are discerning, Lin Fan really lost your face in the New Bai Group!” 

 

This sentence was exited, and a man and a woman also walked on the other side, but they were Bai Yi’s 

cousin, the youngest of the Shen family. Shen Jian and his female companion. 

 

this moment! 

 

 

Seeing these three people appearing at the same time, Bai Yi’s pretty face became more and more ugly. 

 

She did not expect that today was so unsuccessful, and when she just arrived, she met three people with 

hatred and resentment. 

 

Shen Jian! 

 

Bai Yifan! 

 

Lin Guangyao! 

 

Looking at these three pairs of men and women, Bai Yi’s pretty face is hard to see. 

 



She didn’t expect that before even entering the hotel door, she would meet these three people with 

hatred. 

 

 

And the three Lin Guangyao, after discovering their alliance, all smiled extremely happily. 

 

Their gazes kept looking at Bai Yi and Lin Fan, especially after seeing Lin Fan still wearing casual clothes, 

they were even more happy. 

 

“Hahaha… cousin, do you have no money in the New Bai Group? Look at Lin Fan, even if you participate 

in such an important occasion, you are still so shabby!” As he said, Bai Yifan took out his wallet, and then 

took it out The two red tickets were thrown in front of Lin Fan: 

 

“Here! Lin Fan, you take these two pieces of money and go buy a carpet goods! You must always have 

the good one now!” 

 

“After all, how do you say you are also the son-in-law of our Bai family, so you can’t make people laugh.” 

No!” 

 

Wow! 

 

Two red tickets drifted slowly at Lin Fan’s feet. 

 

 

This scene made Lin Fan’s eyes cold slightly, but he hadn’t waited for anything to say. 

 

Next to the sink and construction influence of site management, he has also smiled and spoke and said: 

 

“!!! Ha ha ha …… Yes Lin Fan, you say how is my brother give Shen Jian table, two hundred regarded 

sponsor you.” 

 

“Gee Lin Fan, I’m Bai Yi’s class leader, I also sponsor you two hundred yuan! ” 

 

Wow! 

 

At this moment, there are four more red tickets, slowly falling under Lin Fan’s feet to humiliate! 

 

This is naked humiliation. 

 

 

This scene filled Bai Yi’s pretty face with intense anger. 

 

And just when she wanted to scold the three of them, she was stunned to see that Lin Fan didn’t even 



have the slightest anger. Instead, she bent down with a smile and picked up the six red tickets from the 

ground: 

 

“Hey Thank you so much!” 

 

“It just so happens that I heard that you need to pay for the admission of Caesars Hotel today! It seems 

that this six hundred yuan is enough!” 


